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Dual Feed Wideband Annular Ring Microstrip Antenna
with Circular DGS for Reduced SAR

Mahesh Munde*, Anil Nandgaonkar, and Shankar Deosarkar

Abstract—In this article quad-band circular antenna is designed for multiband devices operated close
to human body, and the investigation on parametric study for length of feed, width of feed, and length
of ground is carried out. Specific absorption rate (SAR) is also evaluated and found to exceed standard
limits for lower band. Further investigation to reduce the value of SAR leads to the design of an annular
ring antenna with partial ground. Parametric study on the ratio of outer to inner ring radii is carried
out to excite higher resonant modes and optimize the performance of annular ring antenna. SAR is
evaluated for different bands, and 9% reduction is observed for same dimensions of circular antenna
with partial ground, but SAR still exceeds the limit for lower band. A novel approach of using dual
feeds with half operating input power in magnitude and 180◦ out phase at each port for SAR reduction
and performance optimization is presented in this work. Annular ring antenna with parametric study
on variation in the ratio of ring radii and circular defect in ground structure is performed, and it leads
to wideband operation, gain enhancement, and reduction in SAR. SAR reduction achieved is in the
range of 66.93% to 82.15% in 1-gram of tissue and 64.43% to 82.20% in 10-gram of tissue at different
bands and well within the limits for all the operating bands.

1. INTRODUCTION

Antenna is one of the major devices in wireless communication, and the design of antenna has many
challenges due to rapid technological changes. Calling Tablet uses multiband multisystem antennas.
Multiband antennas can meet the demand for multisystem requirement. Fourth generation wireless
standard operates from 400 MHz to 4 GHz. Higher frequencies from the band are allocated in Asia and
Europe so as to provide larger bandwidths [1–3]. In annular ring antenna TMmn is used as there is no
field variations in Bessel’s and Neuman’s functions of order m. TM11 is dominant in these antennas,
so to achieve multiband resonance higher modes must be excited, and the frequency of resonance of
circular antenna is given by the following Equation (1) [4–6].

Fmn =
(
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where Fmn is the resonant frequency, xmn the first order Bessel function root, c the speed of light in
free space, r the radius of patch, and εeff the effective dielectric constant.

In a circular antenna, TM11 mode is dominant, and its resonant frequency is given by Equation
(2). εeff is given by Equation (3); Equation (4) gives effective radius (re) after consideration of fringing
fields; and Equation (5) gives the width of feed [6–8].
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where εr is the relative permittivity, h the substrate height, w the width, z0 the single ended impedance
of microstrip feedline, and t the thickness of the stripline.

Defective Ground Structure (DGS) utilises defect in ground plane to enhance gain and bandwidth,
and it is also useful to achieve multiband operation. DGS suppresses backward radiation and reduces
cross-polarization levels. Various methods to enhance bandwidth and improve system capacity are
proposed by using various symmetrical and asymmetrical defects in ground plane [9]. Microstrip patch
antennas with single or multiple slots are employed to reduce mutual coupling and to suppress higher
order harmonics. When a slot is introduced in ground plane, it modifies the current distribution in the
ground and minimizes surface waves so that it acts as a band stop filter. Stopband characteristics at
resonant frequency can be obtained by means of optimising the size of slot. Many models are proposed
for equivalent circuits, and an ideal transformer method is simple, accurate, and can identify the location
of DGS and is most suitable for slotted ground with a microstrip feedline. Different shapes of DGS have
their own characteristics and accordingly create diverse performances [10–13].

Annular ring antenna is substantially smaller than its counterparts and reveals high input
impedance, when it is operated in the fundamental mode. Also, the ratio of outer to inner radii
regulates the separation among the modes and by a proper choice of the ratio of radii, bandwidth can
be broadened [5]. In this article, a circular antenna is designed, and parametric study is carried out for
the length of microstrip feed, width of feed, and size of slot in ground to obtain multiband operation and
improve the performance of circular antenna, so that antenna can be used in portable devices (calling
tablet), and SAR is evaluated and found to exceed limits issued by FCC and IEEE. An annular ring
antenna is designed, and parametric study is carried out on the ratio of outer to inner radii so as to
excite higher order modes of TMm1 and TMm2 for better radiation characteristics as mentioned in [5].
Also, SAR is evaluated and compared with annular ring antenna and is noticed to be reduced by 9% but
still exceeds limits for lower band. To reduce SAR, a dual feed annular ring microstrip antenna with half
input power at each port is designed, and rectangular partial ground is replaced with a circular slotted
ground underneath annular patch. A circular DGS is chosen, and by means of parametric analysis on
size of the slot, the performance can be easily optimised. DGS is utilised to achieve better impedance
matching and wideband operation as a primary function, and secondarily it minimizes surface waves
which reduces SAR.

2. ANALYSIS OF ANTENNA AND DGS

2.1. Design of Circular Antenna

The multiband antenna is designed using an FR-4 lossy substrate having dielectric constant (ε) 4.3,
height 1.53 mm, and loss tangent (δ) 0.025. The circular antenna with a microstrip feedline having
fundamental resonant mode TM11 is designed to cover lower fundamental band of 0.9 GHz. The effective
radius calculated is 4.7 cm; substrate length considered is approximately 1.5 times of the diameter of
circular patch (140 mm); and further, other parameters can be optimized using parametric study.

2.1.1. Parametric Study on Length of Feed (Lf )

The length of microstrip feedline is varied from 19 mm to 25 mm, and it is observed that there is a
slight change in the reflection coefficient and resonant frequency which is depicted in Figure 1. Gain is
constant for all the variations of feedline length. The performance of antenna is better when feed length
is optimized to 23 mm as all the desired bands are covered.
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2.1.2. Parametric Study on Width of Feed (Wf )

The length of feed is fixed to 23 mm, and Wf is varied from 2.8 mm to 4.4 mm. The optimum value for
better impedance matching is obtained at the width of 3.6 mm which is depicted in Figure 2. Gain is
constant for all the bands.

Figure 1. Reflection coefficient for different feed
lengths.

Figure 2. Reflection coefficient for different feed
widths.

2.1.3. Parametric Study on Length of Ground (Lg)

Parametric study is carried out on Lg, and optimum performance of antenna is obtained when ground
length (Lg) is 23 mm which is equal to the feed length and substrate size of 140 × 140 × 1.6 mm3.
Substrate width is optimized to 104 mm by observing gain and impedance variations. Figure 3 shows
the designed circular antenna with full ground in top and bottom views respectively, and Figure 4
depicts the circular antenna with partial ground, and all dimensions are in mm.

Figure 5 shows reflection coefficient and variation in impedance for various values of Lg. Better
impedance match and broadening of frequency bands on the curve are observed when the length of
partial ground is 23 mm.

Performance parameters are discussed in this section, not only reflection coefficient but other
parameters like gain, directivity, radiation pattern, VSWR, power accepted, power radiated, and losses

Figure 3. Top and bottom view of circular antenna with full ground.

Figure 4. Top and bottom view of circular antenna with optimized partial ground.
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Figure 5. Reflection coefficient v/s frequency for different sizes of ground.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 6. (a) to (d) Gain at desired frequencies, (e) gain v/s frequency over entire band.

in metal and dielectric also play a vital role in analysing the performance of antenna. Figures 6(a) to
(d) depict 3-D gain in dB, and Figures 7(a) to (d) show 3-D directivity in dBi, at 0.9 GHz, 1.8 GHz,
2.4 GHz, and 3.5 GHz, respectively. Figure 6(e) shows the gain over entire frequency band for the
circular antenna.

Figures 8(a), (b), and (c) show the radiation pattern in X-Z plane, Y -Z plane, and X-Y plane,
respectively. Radiation pattern is donut-shaped at lower frequency and gets distorted due to sidelobes
at higher frequencies. It is ideal for the fundamental frequency of 0.9 GHz in E-plane and H-plane.
When higher modes are excited, it gets distorted, and some of the power is lost in sidelobes.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7. (a) to (d) Directivity in dBi at desired frequencies.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8. Simulated combined radiation pattern, (a) X-Z plane, (b) Y -Z plane, (c) X-Y plane.

Figure 9 depicts VSWR and is in the range 1 < VSWR < 2 for the entire band from 0.9 GHz to
4GHz excluding small range of frequency band in between 1.9825 GHz and 2.2956 GHz for the circular
antenna.

Input power applied in simulation is 500 mW, for practical antenna it is necessary to calculate
quality factor as it is a figure of merit which decides the losses in antenna. Losses in antenna are
entirety of radiation loss, ohmic loss, surface loss, and dielectric loss. Surface loss is less than all other
losses so is neglected during simulation. To achieve wide or broad bandwidth quality factor should be
as low as possible. Figure 10 shows accepted power, radiated power, and losses, so the performance of
antenna can be analysed easily from these curves, as ohmic loss and dielectric loss directly contribute
to SAR.

Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) is a metric to quantify and record the localization of the amount
of radiated power absorbed by the tissue and is derived from the electric field induced inside the tissue.
It is a point quantity, and the value varies from one location to another location inside the tissue. The
value of SAR depends upon three parameters, induced electric field, conductivity of tissue and density
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Figure 9. VSWR v/s frequency.

Figure 10. Input power and losses curve.

of tissue. SAR represents the time rate of microwave energy absorbed inside the human tissue and is
represented by the following Equation (6) [14].

SAR =
σ

2ρ

(
d

dt

(
E2

t

))
(6)

where σ is the conductivity of tissue in S/m, ρ the density of tissue in kg/m3, and Et the internal
induced electric field in V/m.

Specific Anthropomorphic Mannequin (SAM) phantom model which comprises shell and fluid is
used for SAR evaluation for 1-gram tissue mass and is illustrated in Figures 11(a) to (d). Simulated
results are exhibited for 10-gram tissue mass in Figures 12(a) to (d) at 0.9 GHz, 1.8 GHz, 2.4 GHz, and
3.5 GHz, respectively. Figure 13 shows the comparison of variation in simulated results when reflection
coefficient of designed antenna is evaluated over 0–4 GHz band. The designed antenna is imported in
the biomedical project where SAM phantom model is available in CST-MW studio tools and is aligned
and placed at a distance of 10 mm from SAM phantom head model. In simulator 40 dB accuracy level in
settings is adjusted, simulation run performed, and reflection coefficient evaluated. Figure 14 exhibits
the variation in radiation pattern in the presence of SAM phantom model with above discussed settings.
It is evident from Figure 13 reflection coefficient and from Figures 8, 14 radiation patterns get altered
due to the presence of head model.

The designed circular antenna gives overall good characteristics, but for small and portable
handheld device the size will be too big, and SAR does not comply with IEEE, FCC, and ICNIRP
guidelines and is higher than the values set by these standards [15–17]. To reduce SAR further and
improve performance, investigation is required.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 11. (a) to (d) SAR at 1-gram of tissue mass for circular antenna.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 12. (a) to (d) SAR at 10-gram of tissue mass for circular antenna.
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Figure 13. Variation in reflection coefficient v/s frequency for circular antenna.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 14. Simulated combined radiation pattern, (a) X-Z plane, (b) Y -Z plane, (c) X-Y plane.

2.2. Design of Annular Ring Antenna

The actual radius of concentric ring is ‘(b− a)’ where b is the radius of outer ring and a is the radius of
inner ring. Correction in radius is calculated using the first order approximation of Bessel function, and
corrected radius is given by Equation (7) and is substituted in Equation (8) to get resonant frequency
‘fr’ for the dominant mode TM11 [8].

(b − a)e = (b − a)
{

1 +
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where h is the height of substrate, εr the relative dielectric constant, fr the frequency of resonance, and
(b − a)e the corrected radius.

The performance of annular ring antenna is optimized by varying the thickness of the ring, and
usually the ratio of inner radius to the outer radius is varied in the range of 1.5 to 2 [5]. Figure 15
displays the design of an annular ring antenna having comparable dimensions with the circular antenna
depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 16 depicts the variation in simulated reflection coefficient with respect to frequency when
antenna is used with and without SAM phantom model with the same settings as discussed for Figure 13
above. It is witnessed that 2.4 GHz band is shifted upward, and reflection coefficient becomes greater
than −10 dB. Figures 17(a) to (d) depict 3-D gain in dB, and Figures 18(a) to (d) show 3-D directivity
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Figure 15. Top and bottom view of single feed annular ring antenna with partial ground.

Figure 16. Variation in reflection coefficient of annular ring antenna with and without SAM phantom
v/s frequency.

(a) (b)

(e)

(c) (d)

Figure 17. (a) to (d) Gain at desired frequencies, (e) gain v/s frequency over entire band.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 18. (a) to (d) Directivity in dBi at desired frequencies.

in dBi, at 0.9 GHz, 1.8 GHz, 2.4 GHz, and 3.5 GHz, respectively. Figure 17(e) shows the gain over the
entire frequency band for annular ring antenna. It is apparent from the figures below that gain and
directivity have slight variation for annular ring antenna compared with circular antenna. Radiation
pattern, VSWR, and power curve are very much similar for circular and annular ring antennas.

Figures 19(a) to (d) depict simulated values of SAR for 1-gram tissue mass, and Figures 20(a) to
(d) show at 10-gram tissue mass for frequencies of interest at 0.9 GHz, 1.8 GHz, 2.4 GHz, and 3.5 GHz,
respectively.

2.3. Design of Dual Feed Annular Ring Antenna

A dual feed annular ring antenna is designed, and parametric study on size of circular slot in ground
plane is performed for better return loss characteristics. Annular ring antenna and defect in ground
plane is depicted in top and bottom views of Figure 21 and fabricated prototype in Figure 22. The
single antenna element with two microstrip line feeds, symmetrical on both sides, is used to enhance
gain and reduce SAR, and circular slot in ground is made and assessed for the variation of radius from
10 mm to 45 mm to optimize the performance of antenna. When the size of the circular slot in ground
overlaps with the outer ring of annular ring patch, it influences the change in surface current, and the
wideband performance of antenna is obtained. Also, outer to inner ring radius ratio is varied from 2
to 3, and this variation causes further improvement in the performance of dual feed annular ring. It
is witnessed that the enhancement happens in terms of matching the impedance, gain, and bandwidth
along with reduction in the volume of antenna. To achieve the reduction in SAR while maintaining
other performance parameters of antenna, a novel technique of dual feeds on opposite sides is used with
half input power and out of phase excitation so gain and directivity are added constructively whereas
volume of antenna and losses are reduced which is discussed in results section.

2.3.1. Ideal Transformer Method

The dual feed annular ring with circular DGS in ground plane can be characterized using ideal
transformer model method, and turns ratio in windings indicates the number of circular slots. Single
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 19. SAR at 1-gram of tissue mass for annular ring antenna.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 20. (a) to (d) SAR at 10-gram of tissue mass for annular ring antenna.
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Figure 21. Top view and bottom view of proposed designed dual feed annular ring antenna.

Figure 22. Top view and bottom view of fabricated proposed dual feed annular ring antenna.

Figure 23. Equivalent circuit model of dual feed annular ring antenna with DGS.

slot is used underneath the patch, so primary and secondary windings have equal turns, and the ratio
corresponds to 1. An ideal transformer is used to indicate the coupling between annular ring antenna and
circular slot in ground. The slot is represented by characteristic impedance ZS . Distributed elements
represent microstrip feeds, and RLC parallel tuned circuit represents the annular ring [13]. Equivalent
circuit model is shown in Figure 23.

2.3.2. Parametric Study on Defect in Ground Plane

Figures 24(a) and (b) present variation curves of reflection coefficient with respect to frequency, and
circular slot is made in the ground plane varying from size of 10 mm in a step of 5 mm each.

It is observed that due to the defect in ground plane, multiple bands are obtained, and the
optimization in defect size is required to get desired bands. When the size of DGS varies between
10 mm and 30 mm, bandwidth achieved for multiple bands is narrow. Besides, whenever defect size
varies from 30 mm to 40 mm, bandwidth is broadened for multiple bands. Further increase in the size
of the circular slot in ground plane from 40 mm to 45 mm, it is witnessed that suddenly reflection
coefficient value increases, and all the desired bands vanish due to poor impedance matching. When
the size of DGS is 40 mm, the value of reflection coefficient is less than −10 dB for all the bands of
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(a) (b)

Figure 24. (a) and (b) Reflection coefficient v/s frequency for different sizes of DGS.

interest, and the performance of antenna appears to be wideband, but by analysing the increasing trend
of reflection coefficient it is predicted that the higher bands will diminish above 5 GHz. So further
optimization of DGS is required on minor scale between 40 mm and 42 mm. After further investigation,
the optimum size found for circular slot in ground is 41.3 mm, where all the desired bands required
for mobile communication with enhanced gain are achieved, and the antenna behaves as a wideband
antenna.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Reflection Coefficient

Simulated and measured reflection coefficients are presented in Figure 25 for dual feed annular ring
antenna at four resonant frequencies, and as ports are symmetrical, individual ports are excited, and
measurements are carried out. The result presented below is for port 1 being excited and port 2
terminated with a 50 Ω impedance terminator. From the result it is evident that simulated and measured
S11 are below −10 dB for all the desired bands. The measured S11 at the first band (850/900 MHz) is
−28.88 dB at resonant frequency of 852 MHz, and impedance bandwidth obtained is 413 MHz (0.587–
1GHz). For the second band (1800/1900 MHz) it gives −20.30 dB at 1.857 GHz frequency of resonance,
and impedance bandwidth achieved is 470 MHz (1.630–2.100 GHz). For third band (2.4 GHz), it is

Figure 25. Simulated and measured reflection coefficient v/s frequency at port 1.
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Figure 26. Simulated and measured reflection coefficient v/s frequency for port 1 and 2 when
simultaneously excited and simulated reflection coefficient when antenna is aligned with SAM phantom
model.

Figure 27. Simulated impedance variation of antenna with simultaneous excitation (Smith Chart).

−16.63 dB at the resonance frequency of 2.38 GHz, and impedance bandwidth is 439 MHz (2.171–
2.610 GHz). The fourth band (3.5 GHz) gives S11 as −16.10 dB at the resonant frequency of 3.45 GHz,
and the bandwidth is 261 MHz (3.357–3.618 GHz).

Figure 26 illustrates simulated and measured reflection coefficients for dual feed annular ring
antenna. Port 1 is excited through 0.25 W simulated power input with 0◦ phase, and port 2 is excited
with 0.25 W simulated power input with 180◦ phase. It is witnessed that the widening of bands occurs,
and multiband antenna performance changes to wideband. Reflection coefficient is less than −10 dB
from 0 to 4 GHz. Simulated results for reflection coefficient of antenna in the presence of SAM phantom
model are also compared with simulated and measured results of reflection coefficients of the prototype
without head model in single graph, and slight deviation is noticed. Results are in good agreement, and
the deviation in measured and simulated results may be due to accuracy in fabrication and simultaneous
measurement. Figure 27 shows simulated result of impedance variation of antenna when both the ports
are simultaneously fed using the above mentioned method.

3.2. Gain and Directivity of Dual Feed Annular Ring Antenna at Different Bands

Figures 28(a) to (d) and Figures 29(a) to (d) show 3D-Gain and 3D-Directivity, respectively. For the
first band at 0.9 GHz, gain is 2.98 dB, and directivity is 3.27 dBi. For the second band at 1.8 GHz, gain
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 28. (a) to (d) Gain at desired frequency, (e) gain v/s frequency over entire band.

is 4.75 dB, and directivity is 5.44 dBi. For the third band at 2.4 GHz, gain is 5.36 dB, and directivity
is 5.99 dBi. For the fourth band at 3.5 GHz, gain is 5.73 dB, and directivity is 6.76 dBi. Figure 28(e)
shows simulated and measured values of gain plotted over the entire band of frequency. From values
of gain and directivity, it is evident that as frequency increases, the values of gain and directivity are
increased, and generally radiation efficiency is also increased.

3.3. Radiation Patterns for Different Bands

Figures 30(a) to (c) show simulated combined radiation patterns at 0.9 GHz, 1.8 GHz, 2.4 GHz, and
3.5 GHz in X-Z plane, Y -Z plane, and X-Y plane, respectively. Radiation pattern figure looks like
donut shape at 0.9 GHz, 1.8 GHz, and the number of lobes will rise with the increase in frequency.
Over-The-Air (OTA) test is performed for radiation pattern and range measurement using walkie talkie
programmable handsets operating over wide range covering all the bands from (400 MHz to 4.5 GHz),
and the method and setup are discussed in detail in [18] and used to carry out measurements. Figure
31(a) depicts walkie talkie handset with helical antenna and another handset with the proposed antenna.
User 1 is handling walkie talkie 1 and is stationary on the roof of building, whereas user 2 is handling
walkie talkie 2 and is a moveable user communicating with user 1. Figure 31(b) depicts GPS locating
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 29. (a) to (d) Directivity in dBi at desired frequency.

devices, and locations are marked with MapSource Tool which will locate user 2 with reference to
user 1, plot the pattern at some discrete points, and also measure the distance of user 2 from user 1.
Figure 31(c) shows the plot from MapSource Tool indicating the pattern and distance covered in OTA
test, given in Table 1.

Table 1. Outdoor measurement.

Angle [degrees] Distance covered [meters] Position of antenna
0 246 Broad side 3
14 472 Broad side 4
24 802 End of null 1
50 1010 End of null 2
56 1010 Broad side 7
70 968 Broad side 8
101 543 Broad side 9
115 292 Broad side 6
165 487 Broad side 5
206 710 Null 3
213 1010 End of null 3
238 157 Null 2
282 95 Null 1
306 84 Broad side 1
324 96 Broad side 2
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 30. Simulated radiation pattern, (a) X-Z plane, (b) Y -Z plane, (c) X-Y plane.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 31. (a) and (b) Test equipment’s, (c) measurement of range and radiation pattern using OTA
test, (d) mapping with google earth.

3.4. Power Curve

Figures 32(a) and (b) depict distributed powers simulated at port 1 and port 2 when they are excited
independently along with the losses incurred in metallic patch and dielectric substrate, and low loss
tangent substrate will reduce losses. Also efficient design with better impedance matching will radiate
more accepted power from input power applied. The losses incurred in metal and substrate are
comparatively less in dual feed annular ring antenna with circular DGS than circular antenna and
single feed annular ring antenna with partial ground, and are evident from Figure 10 and Figure 32.

3.5. SAR at Different Frequencies

Figures 33(a) to (d) give values of SAR in W/Kg in mass of 1-gram of tissue at all desired frequencies
when port 1 is excited with 0.5 W input power and 0◦ phase, and port 2 is excited with 0.5 W input
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(a) (b)

Figure 32. Power and losses curves at (a) port 1 and (b) port 2.

Table 2. Comparison of SAR for designed antennas.

Frequency
[GHz]

Circular antenna
[W/Kg]

Annular ring
antenna [W/Kg]

Dual feed annular ring
antenna [W/Kg]

1 g 10 g 1 g 10 g 1 g 10 g
0.9 2.306 1.755 2.102 1.625 0.695 0.578
1.8 1.326 0.8908 1.414 0.902 0.311 0.189
2.4 0.987 0.553 1.071 0.5865 0.218 0.12
3.5 1.308 0.5777 1.283 0.5524 0.229 0.0989

Table 3. Comparison of SAR [W/Kg] v/s frequency [GHz].

Reference No. and Year
0.9 1.8 2.4 3.5

1 g 10 g 1 g 10 g 1 g 10 g 1 g 10 g
[19], 2017 - - 1.16 0.88 0.484 0.18 1.01 0.799
[20], 2017 - - - - 1.31 - - -
[21], 2015 2.25 1.5 - 1.53 - - - -
[22], 2014 - 0.84 - 0.80 - - -
[23], 2014 - 0.93 - 0.80 - - -
[24], 2010 1.14 - 0.62 - 0.26 - - -
[25], 2010 2.119 - 2.137 - - - - -
[26], 2009 2.02 1.39 1.06 0.58 - - - -
[27], 2009 1.5 0.52 2.64 0.85 - - - -
proposed 0.695 0.578 0.311 0.189 0.218 0.12 0.229 0.099

power and 180◦ phase. SAR evaluated is for simultaneously applied inputs at both the ports. SAR at
0.9 GHz band is 0.695 W/kg, at 1.8 GHz band is 0.311 W/Kg, at 2.4 GHz band is 0.218 W/Kg, and at
3.5 GHz band is 0.229 W/Kg. Figures 34(a) to (d) give values of SAR in W/Kg in mass of 10-gram of
tissue at all desired frequencies. Evaluated values for SAR revealed use simultaneous excitation at port
1 and port 2 at 10 g. SAR at 0.9 GHz band is 0.578 W/Kg, at 1.8 GHz band is 0.189 W/Kg, at 2.4 GHz
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 33. (a) to (d) SAR at 1-gram for dual feed annular ring antenna with simultaneous excitation.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 34. (a) to (d) SAR at 10-gram for dual feed annular ring antenna with simultaneous excitation.
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band is 0.12 W/Kg, and at 3.5 GHz band is 0.0989 W/Kg. All values of SAR for three different antenna
configurations are compared in Table 2. It is evident that SAR is reduced drastically for all desired
frequencies when applied inputs are out of phase by 180◦. All the values of SAR obtained for dual feed
annular ring antenna with circular DGS are very much below 1.6 W/Kg in 1-gram tissue mass as per
the guidelines of FCC and IEEE and 2W/Kg in 10-gram tissue mass as per ICNIRP standard. The
major focus of reducing SAR succeeds at 0.9 GHz and 1.8 GHz as these frequencies are used in calling
mode, whereas 2.4 GHz and 3.5 GHz bands are used for Wi-Fi/Bluetooth and WiMAX, where generally
handheld gadgets are kept away from head and body. Table 3 gives comparison with existing work.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Annular ring antenna size is comparatively less than circular antenna for same resonant frequency. The
multiband operation of antennas can be achieved using defect in ground plane (DGS), and circular
defect produces wideband operation. Instead of using multiple single band antennas, multiband or
wideband antenna can be used which will reduce the overall cost of product. Outer to inner ring radius
ratio is varied in range between 2 and 3, and it is noticed that the gain for lower frequency band of
operation is higher, if the ratio is close to 3, and the gain for higher band of operation is higher if the
ratio is close to 2, so it is always a negotiation to have a suitable ratio to get optimum performance
in all desired bands, and ratio utilized is 2.72. When each port of dual feed annular ring is excited
separately with half input power and 180◦ out of phase, it produces less SAR than single feed circular
antenna, and in dual feed annular ring antenna the volume of of antenna is reduced by 9.3%, and gain
and directivity are enhanced by 9% and 14.79%, respectively. Surface waves and dielectric losses are
reduced by more than 50% due to the circular DGS underneath annular ring in ground and conducting
material removed, and consequently SAR is reduced up to 82.15%.
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